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Experimental and Efficient Algorithms

2004-04-20

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the third international workshop on experimental and efficient
algorithms wea 2004 held in angra dos reis brazil in may 2004 the 40 revised full papers presented together
with abstracts of two invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions the book
is devoted to the areas of design analysis and experimental evaluation of algorithms among the topics covered
are scheduling heuristics combinatorial optimization evolutionary optimization graph computations labeling
robot navigation shortest path algorithms flow problems searching randomization and derandomization string
matching graph coloring networking error detecting codes timetabling sorting energy minimization etc

Intellectual Property Law and Access to Medicines

2021-07-28

the history of patent harmonization is a story of dynamic actors whose interactions with established
structures shaped the patent regime from the inception of the trade regime to include intellectual property ip
rights to the present this book documents the role of different sets of actors states transnational business
corporations or civil society groups and their influence on the structures such as national and international
agreements organizations and private entities that have caused changes to healthcare and access to
medication presenting the debates over patents trade and the agreement on trade related aspects of
intellectual property rights trips agreement as it galvanized non state and nonbusiness actors the book
highlights how an alternative framing and understanding of pharmaceutical patent rights emerged as a public
issue instead of a trade or ip issue the book thus offers an important analysis of the legal and political



dynamics through which the contest for access to lifesaving medication has been and will continue to be fought
in addition to academics working in the areas of international law development and public health this book will
also be of interest to policy makers state actors and others with relevant concerns working in
nongovernmental and international organizations

Education in South America

2015-07-02

education in south america is a critical reference guide to development of education in argentina bolivia brazil
chile colombia ecuador paraguay peru uruguay and venezuela the chapters written by local experts provide an
overview of the education system in each country focusing particularly on policies and implementation of
reforms key themes include quality and access multicultural education and the management of education
systems including a comparative introduction to the issues facing education in the region as a whole and guides
to available online datasets this book is an essential reference for researchers scholars international agencies
and policy makers

Peasant Rebellion in a Slave Society

2024-07-11

peasant rebellion in a slave society identifies the immediate and remote reasons for the balaiada revolt in
maranh�o brazil analyzing the special characteristics of the region that favored the development of a
relatively independent peasantry within and around the cotton rice cassava and cattle estates the book
explores the demography of maranh�o and patterns of land ownership and documents the rapid degradation of



the environment by plantation based export agriculture the analysis of various types of coerced and free
labor the oligopolistic structure of the colonial economy and the key determinants of class and status
contextualizes the conflict potential in maranh�o during the first half of the nineteenth century the people of
color as they called themselves and enslaved workers from plantations rose against a white and conservative
elite claiming their constitutional rights or their freedom the central government in rio de janeiro had to
dispatch considerable amounts of money and troops to defeat the insurrection and subject the province again
to imperial rule and enslaved workers and peasants to the plantocracy this richly illustrated volume will be
of interest to students and scholars working on slavery in the americas and the atlantic world as well as
brazilian history

Language Policies in Higher Education

2024-06-04

higher education institutions heis are increasingly affected by globalization and internationalization with
implications for language use teaching and learning in their academic communities as a consequence heis may
change their approach to multilingualism on campus taking into account language needs as well as
opportunities and challenges associated with language diversity the book aims at discussing aspects for the
design of language policies which could support internationalization and promote multilingualism and
participation of different stakeholders by presenting a language policy model the book provides an alternative
for those engaged in language diversity in heis



Robotic Surgery Devices in Surgical Specialties

2023-11-01

this engaging book is focused on surgical devices applied to several robotic systems besides the da vinci robotic
system covering more than ten surgical medical specialties the eighteen well written objective and didactic
chapters are divided into types of devices their limitations and indications great exponents of surgery in robotic
system science and technology provides the readers with innovations in the field of plastic surgery orthopedics
gynecology neurosurgery ophthalmology cardiac surgery gastrosurgery head and neck surgery pediatric
surgery urology and thoracic surgery in solo surgery robots robotic surgery devices in surgical specialties
will cover a target audience that goes beyond a single specialty medical students residents fellows and even
experts on the subject will find this title of great value it will certainly be the bedside book for several
professionals and a source of inspiration for many to follow the field of robotic surgery

Provenance and Early Cinema

2021-02-01

remnants of early films often have a story to tell as material artifacts these film fragments are central to
cinema history perhaps more than ever in our digital age of easy copying and sharing if a digital copy is
previewed before preservation or is shared with a researcher outside the purview of a film archive knowledge
about how the artifact was collected circulated and repurposed threatens to become obscured when the
question of origin is overlooked the story can be lost concerned contributors in provenance and early cinema
challenge scholars digging through film archives to ask how did these moving images get here for me to see them
this volume which features the conference proceedings from domitor the international society for the study of



early cinema 2018 questions preservation attribution and patterns of reuse in order to explore singular
artifacts with long and circuitous lives

Emerging Solidarities on the Ground in the Management and Approach of the
COVID emergency

2021-06-21

this book examines the meat provision system of rio de janeiro from the 1850s to the 1930s until the 1920s
rio was brazil s economic hub main industrial city and prime consumer market meat consumption was an indicator
of living standards and a matter of public concern the work unveils that in the second half of the nineteenth
century the city was well supplied with red meat initially dwellers relied mostly on salted meat then in the
latter decades of the 1800s two sets of changes upgraded fresh meat deliveries first ranching expansion and
transportation innovation in southeast and central west brazil guaranteed a continuous flow of cattle to
rio second the municipal centralization of meat processing and distribution made its provision regular and
predictable by the early twentieth century fresh meat replaced salted meat in the urban marketplace this study
examines these developments in light of national and global developments in the livestock and meat industries

Rio de Janeiro in the Global Meat Market, c. 1850 to c. 1930

2021-07-19

this book examines democratizing media reforms in latin america the author explains why some countries have
recently passed such reforms in the broadcasting sector while others have not by offering a civil society



perspective the author moves beyond conventional accounts that perceive media reforms primarily as a form of
government repression to punish oppositional media instead he highlights the pioneering role of civil society
coalitions which have managed to revitalize the debate on communication rights and translated them into
specific regulatory outcomes such as the promotion of community radio stations the book provides an in depth
comparative analysis of media reform debates in argentina and brazil analyzing chile and uruguay as
complementary cases supported by original qualitative research as such it advances our understanding of how
shifting power relations and social forces are affecting policymaking in latin america and beyond

Serials Currently Received by the National Agricultural Library, 1975

1976

the past century has witnessed profound transitions in brazil s economy from a surge of industrialization
connected to export economy to state projects of importsubstitution industrialization followed by a process
of neoliberal global market integration how have brazilian entrepreneurs and businesses navigated these
contexts this comprehensive text explores the institutional and sectoral structure of the brazilian economy
through a collection of new case studies examining how key institutions work within brazil s specific economic
political and cultural context offering a long term evolutionary perspective the book explores brazil s
economic past in order to offer insights on its present and future trajectory the contributions gathered here
offer fresh insights into representative sectors of brazil s economy from aerospace to software television
music and banking paying particular attention to sectors that are likely to drive future growth chapters
include questions about the roles of foreign and state capital changes in market regulation the emergence of
new technologies the opening of markets institutional and organizational frameworks and changing management
paradigms when examined together the contributions shed light not only on brazilian business history but also
on the country as a whole brazil s economy an institutional and sectoral approach offers fascinating reading



for anyone with an interest in latin american economics the business history of the region and in doing business in
present day latin america

Serials Currently Received by the National Agricultural Library, 1974

1974

this handbook is a critical resource for carefully considering the possibilities and challenges of strategically
integrating participatory action research par and community development cd utilizing practical examples from
diverse contexts across five continents it looks at how communities are empowering themselves and bringing
about systemic change

Advocacy Coalitions and Democratizing Media Reforms in Latin America

2015-07-27

industrially developing countries have the largest populations the highest levels of poverty poor health and
illiteracy and the greatest need for improvement in working conditions and as the marketplace and the
workforce goes increasingly global accountability with regard to the abuse of cheap labor in developing
countries is becoming an issue presenting a global view of the state of ergonomics in industrially developing
countries idcs ergonomics in developing regions needs and applications identifies problems offers solutions and
explores costs and benefits it defines the steps that can be taken to close the gap between working conditions in
affluent and deprived nations the book highlights the plight of millions of laborers and the poor working
conditions pertaining to industrially less developed countries where the working environment mirrors the socio
economic deprivation of the people woven throughout the 34 chapters of this book is the tenet that good



ergonomics is good economics the chapters include examples of low cost interventions at the work place in idcs
the contributors discuss the ripple effect of ergonomics beyond the workplace to the betterment of life in
general for the huge workforce in idcs around the world they focus on work site problems and ergonomic
solutions in developing regions around the globe covering work conducted in asia africa south america russia
and china examining the factors unique to idcs leading ergonomists provide insights as to how sustainable
progress is achievable in the developing world they demonstrate the need for a more inclusive macro approach
citing managerial input essential for sustainable progress with a panel of authors that reflects the
multidisciplinary nature of the field this book chronicles the nuances of differences in aim practice and outcome
when ergonomists tackle developing world problems from a developing world perspective

Brazil’s Economy

2017-08-09

this book provides an overview of urban transformations taking place in the city of rio de janeiro brazil in the
last three decades it analyses urban dynamics within the metropolis and its relationship with brazilian urban
networks this book is written by researchers from the brazilian metropolitan observatory in rio de janeiro the
aim is to study urban transformation and stagnation with regards to urban mobility and infrastructure social
analysis of territory housing and housing market metropolitan governance demography residential segregation
and inequality of opportunities among other topics

Handbook on Participatory Action Research and Community Development

2022-04-08



exploring how green finance has become a key strategy for the financial industry in the wake of the 2007 08
financial crisis this timely book critically assesses the current dominant forms of neoliberal green finance
understanding green finance delivers a pioneering analysis of the topic covering the essential tenets of green
finance with an emphasis on critical approaches to mainstream views and presenting alternatives insights and
perspectives

Ergonomics in Developing Regions

2009-06-17

few americans identify slavery with the cultivation of rice yet rice was a major plantation crop during the
first three centuries of settlement in the americas rice accompanied african slaves across the middle passage
throughout the new world to brazil the caribbean and the southern united states by the middle of the
eighteenth century rice plantations in south carolina and the black slaves who worked them had created one of
the most profitable economies in the world black rice tells the story of the true provenance of rice in the
americas it establishes through agricultural and historical evidence the vital significance of rice in west
african society for a millennium before europeans arrived and the slave trade began the standard belief that
europeans introduced rice to west africa and then brought the knowledge of its cultivation to the americas is
a fundamental fallacy one which succeeds in effacing the origins of the crop and the role of africans and
african american slaves in transferring the seed the cultivation skills and the cultural practices necessary for
establishing it in the new world in this vivid interpretation of rice and slaves in the atlantic world judith
carney reveals how racism has shaped our historical memory and neglected this critical african contribution
to the making of the americas



Urban Transformations in Rio de Janeiro

2017-04-18

knowledge is more expansive than the boundaries of the western university model and its claim to be the
dominant or only rigorous house of knowledge in the former colonies of europe e g south africa brazil and
oceania the curriculum statues architectures and other aspects of the university demonstrate the way in
which it is a fixture in empire maintenance the trajectory of global white supremacy is deeply historical and
contemporary it is a global transnational and imperial phenomenon white supremacy is sustained through the
construction of inferiority and anti blackness the context history and perspective offered by collins newman
and jun should serve as an introduction to the disruption of the ways in which university and academic
dispositions have and continue to serve as sites of colonial and white supremacist preservation as well as
sites of resistance

Understanding Green Finance

2024-01-18

over the last few decades the notion of improvisation has enriched and dynamized research on traditional
philosophies of music theatre dance poetry and even visual art this handbook offers readers an authoritative
collection of accessible articles on the philosophy of improvisation synthesizing and explaining various
subjects and issues from the growing wave of journal articles and monographs in the field its 48 chapters
written specifically for this volume by an international team of scholars are accessible for students and
researchers alike the volume is organized into four main sections i art and improvisation theoretical
perspectives ii art and improvisation aesthetical ethical and political perspectives iii improvisation in musical



practices iv improvisation in the visual narrative dramatic and interactive arts key features treats
improvisation not only as a stylistic feature but also as an aesthetic property of artworks and performances
as well as a core element of artistic creativity spells out multiple aspects of the concept of improvisation
emphasizing its relevance in understanding the nature of art covers improvisation in a wide spectrum of artistic
domains including unexpected ones such as literature visual arts games and cooking addresses key questions
such as how can improvisation be defined and what is its role in different art forms can improvisation be
perceived as such and how can it be aesthetically evaluated what is the relationship between improvisation and
notions such as action composition expressivity and authenticity what is the ethical and political significance
of improvisation

Black Rice

2009-07-01

this book highlights the case of brazil a major economic player among developing countries in seventeen years of
enforcing the brazilian antitrust law brazil s administrative council for economic defence cade has achieved
outstanding results and has been recognized as the most effective antitrust enforcement agency in the
developing world this book is the first to describe and analyse the workings and case law of the cade
emphasizing the agency s fundamental methodology and focusing on the contributory roles of such factors as
the following mechanisms and procedures of enforcement of the antitrust law in brazil methodologies tests
used for antitrust assessment for merger and conduct controls evaluation of barriers to entry and rivalry in
analysed markets assessment of proof and circumstantial evidence within cade case law and court decisions
examination of rational justifications for practices under investigation legality of exchange of information
leniency agreements cease and desist agreements cultural issues and modifications civil and criminal enforcement
private damages considerations and the role of international and regional competition law regimes oecd unctad



wto icn mercosur the book s consolidated research on brazil s cartel investigations clearly describes the main
defence theories and the courts decisions the authors also explore the relationship of brazil s antitrust law
to the country s public policies in the areas of consumer rights public procurement and measures against
corruption with special emphasis on the synergies arising from antitrust law and consumer protection it is
worth noting that the studies carried out in this book discussed law no 8884 94 brazilian antitrust law and
the new brazilian antitrust law which was passed on 5 october 2011 and which will be enforced in 2012 with
its unique synthesis of constitutional law comparative antitrust law and cade s case law this book will be
welcomed by competition lawyers and other parties interested in methods and procedures used in merger and
conduct control and especially in anti cartel enforcement in developing countries

Global White Supremacy

2023-05-12

this book uncovers the extent to which government policy in mid nineteenth century brazil followed the
interests of the all powerful coffee growing class the testing ground for this question is monetary and
banking policy an area in which exporters and the brazilian government were often at loggerheads the
development of the monetary and banking regime during the second half of the brazilian empire 1850 89 is
examined in a chronological and thematic way the book establishes two major points of historical fact the
peculiar nature of the monetary standard adopted in brazil during part of the period as well as the role of the
bank of brazil therein additionally the analysis broadens current knowledge of three of the major contemporary
events in the financial sphere the 1860 banking and corporate law the souto crisis of 1864 and the 1875
financial crisis that brought down mau� s business empire this book will be of interest to academics both as
secondary literature for their own research and as material that could be used in class at the advanced
undergraduate or graduate levels it will appeal to those interested not only in brazilian economic and



financial history but also to students of political economy in general

The Routledge Handbook of Philosophy and Improvisation in the Arts

2021-07-22

this book offers a reassessment politics against the predominating economicist approach to historical
materialism within contemporary marxism boito draws on the structural interpretation of marxism inspired by
althusser s works of the mid 1960s and especially by poulantzas political power and social classes the
volume aims to demonstrate the role of the political dimension together with the economy and to a further
extent to contribute to renew contemporary marxist political theory the chapters cover topics such as the
nature of political power the structure and functions of the state the role of politics in historical change
political crises and the political formation of the working class the book highlights the role of political
structures and practices in the reproduction of economic and social relations and also in the process of
historical change the aim of the book is to contribute to the renewal of marxist thought breaking with the
economicist conception that dominated it throughout the last century and finally meeting the demands of the
socialist struggle in the 21st century

Antitrust Law in Brazil

2011-12-05

this book examines the performance of the brazilian economy since the great financial crisis of 2007 2008 with
focus on both the productive and financial dimensions along with distributional and social issues the book will
bring to light the causes of the fast recovery over 2009 2010 as well as of the slowdown after 2011 the



chapters use econometric approaches and traditional keynesian and post keynesian theories to empirically
analyse the macro scenario they explore monetary policy fiscal policy alongside discussion of investments and
the exchange rate market and an analysis of social policy and its impact on the economy

The Political Economy of Money and Banking in Imperial Brazil,
1850–1889

2020-02-03

bringing together a group of international scholars the handbook of african intelligence cultures provides the
first review of intelligence cultures in every african country it explores how intelligence cultures are
influenced by a range of factors including past and present societal governmental and international dynamics in
doing so the book examines the state s role civil society and foreign relations in shaping african countries
intelligence norms activities and oversight it also explores the role intelligence services and cultures play in
government and civil society

State, Politics, and Social Classes

2023-03-24

amazonia exists in our imagination as well as on the ground it is a mysterious and powerful construct in our
psyches yet shares multiple trans national borders and diverse ecological and cultural landscapes it is often
presented as a seemingly homogeneous place a lush tropical jungle teeming with exotic wildlife and plant
diversity as well as the various indigenous populations that inhabit the region yet since conquest amazonia



has been linked to the global market and after a long and varied history of colonization and development
projects amazonia is peopled by many distinct cultural groups who remain largely invisible to the outside
world despite their increasing integration into global markets and global politics millions of rubber tappers neo
native groups peasants river dwellers and urban residents continue to shape and re shape the cultural
landscape as they adapt their livelihood practices and political strategies in response to changing markets and
shifting linkages with political and economic actors at local regional national and international levels this
book explores the diversity of changing identities and cultural landscapes emerging in different corners of this
rapidly changing region this book was published as a special issue of the journal of cultural geography

The Brazilian Economy since the Great Financial Crisis of 2007/2008

2017-11-17

with the world s attention fixed on the travails of leading global economies due to a still unfolding financial
crisis of gigantic proportions there has been a studied silence on the fate of the third world as the malaise
increasingly impacts it this silence is particularly disturbing because questions of potential pitfalls in the
neoliberal policy package which the third world unlike western europe and japan was largely forced to adopt
were never countenanced as one third world state after another discovered that international institutions
were in effect hostile to their governments if they chose alternative developmental models or otherwise
resisted the neoliberal triage of liberalization privatization and deregulation this collection is a tour de force
effectively countering not only the neoliberal ideology of development as a whole but the marginalizing within
today s mainstream crisis discourse of any discussion of the monstrous misallocation of global resources
wrought by the so called washington consensus and the suffering and destruction it has wreaked on third
world peoples and economies this edited volume is intended as both a textbook for introductory classes in
global development or area studies and as a conduit for advanced students policymakers ngo activists and an



educated readership to gain knowledge about the socio economic conditions existing across much of the world
we live in and the policies that brought them about the specially commissioned and peer reviewed chapters are
written by experts in the fields of economics politics sociology and international studies chapter authors hail
from around the world including brazil mexico canada united states united kingdom south africa south korea
and thailand the countries regions neoliberal experience and potential futures covered in this book are brazil
china cuba egypt mexico southeast asia indonesia malaysia and vietnam south africa south korea syria
thailand and venezuela

The Handbook of African Intelligence Cultures

2023-02-06

contains scholarly evaluations of books and book chapters as well as conference papers and articles
published worldwide in the field of latin american studies covers social sciences and the humanities in alternate
years

Amazonian Geographies

2014-07-16

originally published in 1985 this book analyses the extent and way in which technological change determines
the utilisation of labour in less developed economies the book compares firms which are technologically very
advanced with firms which use less sophisticated machinery and equipment and analyses how technology shapes
their demand for labour it is concerned with the impact of technological change on the utilisation of labour in
terms of number of jobs recruitment training skill requirements labour turnover wages and internal mobility it



also investigates the impact on the utilisation of external labour in the form of subcontracting of small
producers and employment of outworkers

Confronting Global Neoliberalism

2011-02-28

through a study of the port district of rio de janeiro and its history from its emergence as a major slave market
to its modern day incarnation as a hub of tourism real estate and financial speculation this book examines the
different dimensions of the manner in which capitalism expands its global process of accumulation to
incorporate spaces not yet integrated into chains of value production as such it sheds new light on the use of
explicit non economic violence on the part of capitalist expansion in the form of colonial or imperial policies
plundering or legal forms of expropriation as such it will appeal to sociologists historians economists legal
scholars and political theorists with interests in capitalism and inequalities

Handbook of Latin American Studies

1979

explores the most pressing issues that latin and south american countries face in the current economic
environment with contributions by several noted scholars in the field original



Technology and Employment Practices in Developing Countries

2018-04-09

first published in 1991 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

A Port in Global Capitalism

2019-10-28

this is the first book length study in english to examine the cabanagem one of brazil s largest peasant and urban
poor insurrections

Econom�a - Spring 2010

2010-11

this book presents the history and theoretical contributions of brazilian geography since the late twentieth
century and shows how this sphere of knowledge has been organically integrated with social and territorial
issues and with social movements the relationship between the subjects and objects of research in brazilian
geography has been centred on the understanding and transformation of realities marked by injustice and
inequality against this backdrop the geography of the country has developed by integrating relating to and
forming part of those realities as it headed out into the streets brazilian geography continues to hold
theoretical debate in high regard as a result of the influence of critical theory this book thus covers the



theoretical approaches in brazilian geography its different lines of research and above all its character as
manifested in culture and society

Mass Media and the Caribbean

1990

manaus an urban industrial center in the amazon serves in this book as a microcosmic case of dependent
capitalist development in latin america with the creation of a free trade zone and a strong program of fiscal
incentives in 1967 the brazilian government initiated a large scale project designed to establish an industrial
pole in manaus this book is an anthropological study of the impact of this type of development on the economic
social and cultural life of working class families this study underscores the work relationships between
different economic sectors the economy of households the organization of domestic groups and ultimately the
social engagement of working class families in the life of their neighborhoods the city and the larger brazilian
society despres examines the theoretical value of modernization dependency and modes of production approaches
for understanding the social formation of working class populations in discussing capitalist development in
brazil the author grapples with the problems of urbanization industrialization and economic development in
latin america generally

Rebellion on the Amazon

2010-09-13

in this volume distinguished historian kenneth maxwell collects some of his most significant writings following
portugal s imperial journey from the atlantic to the indian ocean and from the coast of asia to the mouth of



the red sea maxwell takes the reader on a lively journey from macao to the amazon forests each piece in the
collection is a reflection of the authors driving passions major themes he examines are the peopling of the
americas the shaking up of continents the spirit that took a precocious portugal into its imperial venture the
play between portugal s extensive imperial reach into africa and asia and the americas and the rise of brazil and
its tumultuous history

Brazilian Geography

2022-11-28

are superfoods just a marketing device another label meant to attract the eye or do superfoods tell us a
deeper story about how food and health relate in a global marketplace full of anonymous commodities in the
past decade superfoods have taken us and european grocery stores by storm novel commodities like quinoa and
moringa along with familiar products such as almonds and raw milk are now called superfoods promising to
promote health and increase our energy while consumers may find the magic of superfoods attractive the
international development sector now envisions superfoods acting as cures to political and economic problems
like poverty and malnutrition critical approaches to superfoods examines the politics and culture of
superfoods it demonstrates how studying superfoods can reveal shifting concepts of nutritional authority
the complexities of intellectual property and bioprospecting the role marketing agencies play in the agro
industrial complex and more the multidisciplinary contributors draw their examples from settings as diverse as
south india peru and california to engage with foodstuffs that include quinoa almonds fish meal rooibos tea
kale and a�a�



Manaus

1991-07-03

the political economy deals with the structure of production and the social relations of people in production
with its focus on structures and practices the political economy also analyzes the contradictions of
capitalism and suggests resistance and intervention strategies using methods from history economics sociology
and political science the dominant commercial media in capitalism operates both as a product of economic and
political structure and as an industrial institution with economic and political functions current theories and
practice in the political economy of communications and media is a collection of innovative research on new
approaches in the political economy of communication in the process of globalization while highlighting topics
including consumer behavior news production and public relations this book is ideally designed for newscasters
broadcasters journalists marketers advertisers production managers researchers industry professionals
academics and students seeking to extend the border of standard political economy of communication studies
into relatively undiscovered areas

Naked Tropics

2013-10-15

cultural management and policy in latin america provides in depth insights into the education and training of
cultural managers from interdisciplinary and comparative perspectives the book focuses on the effects of
neoliberalism on cultural policies across the region and questions how cultural managers in latin america deal
not only with contemporary political challenges but also with the omnipresent legacy of colonialism in doing
so it unpacks the methods formats and narratives employed reflecting on emerging and contemporary research



topics the book analyses the key literature and scholarly contexts to identify impacts in the region and beyond
the volume provides scholars students and reflective practitioners with a comprehensive resource on
international cultural management that helps to overcome western centric methods and theories

Textile Workers in Brazil and Argentina

1991

Critical Approaches to Superfoods

2020-12-10

Handbook of Research on the Political Economy of Communications and
Media

2020-03-20

Cultural Management and Policy in Latin America

2021-05-19
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